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It is well-known that muscle redundancy grants the CNS numerous options to perform a task. Does

muscle redundancy, however, allow sufficient robustness to compensate for loss or dysfunction of even
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a single muscle? Are all muscles equally redundant? We combined experimental and computational

approaches to establish the limits of motor robustness for static force production. In computer-

controlled cadaveric index fingers, we find that only a small subset (o5%) of feasible forces is robust to

loss of any one muscle. Importantly, the loss of certain muscles compromises force production

significantly more than others. Further computational modeling of a multi-joint, multi-muscle leg

demonstrates that this severe lack of robustness generalizes to whole limbs. These results provide a

biomechanical basis to begin to explain why redundant motor systems can be vulnerable to even mild

neuromuscular pathology.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Muscle redundancy – having more muscles than mechanical
degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) – has long been a central problem in
biomechanics and neural control. At issue is how the central
nervous system (CNS) selects muscle coordination patterns from
a theoretically infinite set of possibilities (Bernstein, 1967). Little
attention, however, has been given to the related critical clinical
question of whether muscle redundancy grants the body robust-
ness to dysfunction of even one muscle. Thus advancing motor
systems research requires that we clarify the relationship between
muscle redundancy and robustness to muscle dysfunction.

While muscle redundancy theoretically affords muscles infi-
nitely many activation levels for a given sub-maximal task, the
range of these valid activation levels has critical implications to
robustness. For example, if muscle A can produce any force within
a 10 N range for a particular task (i.e., an infinite number of
possible activation levels), the implications to robustness are
critically different if this range is 0–10 N or 5–15 N. If the former
case, muscle A is redundant because the CNS can find valid
coordination patterns even if it is lost (activation¼0). However,
in the latter case, muscle A is necessary, because the CNS cannot
adapt to its loss: there are no valid coordination patterns if
muscle A is sufficiently weakened or lost. Here we present
ll rights reserved.
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computational geometry methods that identify muscles that are
necessary for specific tasks. By studying both human fingers and
legs, we find that tendon-driven biomechanical systems exhibit
surprisingly little robustness to dysfunction of even one muscle,
and show how these computational methods open up numerous
novel research avenues in biomechanics and neural control.
2. Methods

We studied the necessity of muscles by analyzing the static transmission from

muscle force to endpoint output. For the human index finger, we measured that

transmission experimentally by applying known tensions to its seven tendons in

cadaveric hand specimens while recording the resulting fingertip forces. For the

human leg, we used published data to construct a biomechanical model of the hip,

knee, and ankle in the sagittal plane to predict the force vector produced at the

foot by maximal activation of each muscle. In each case, we derived an action

matrix A that maps a vector a
!

describing the activation in each muscle to the

force output of the limb (Murray et al., 1994; Valero-Cuevas, 2005b). Such a linear

transformation has been found to be valid for a fixed posture of a finger (Valero-

Cuevas et al., 2000, 1998) and leg (Kuo and Zajac, 1993).

2.1. Action matrix for human index finger

We resected four fresh frozen cadaver arms at the mid-forearm level and

dissected them to reveal the proximal end of the insertion tendons of all seven

muscles controlling the index finger as in our prior work (Valero-Cuevas et al.,

2000): flexor digitorum profundus (FDP), flexor digitorum superficialis (FDS),

extensor indicis (EI), extensor digitorum communis (EDC), first lumbrical (LUM),

first dorsal interosseous (FDI), and first palmar interosseous (FPI). We fixed the

specimen rigidly to a tabletop using an external fixator (Agee-WristJack, Hand

Biomechanics Lab, Inc., Sacramento, CA), and we tied and glued the proximal

tendons to nylon cords attached to rotational motors. Motors were controlled

using a real-time controller and custom-written software. Load cells measured the
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tension in each cord, which was fed back to the motor so that a desired amount of

tension could be maintained on each tendon. The fingertip was rigidly attached to

6 DOF load cell (JR3, Woodland, CA).

We examined 5 different postures in 3 specimens, and 3 different postures in

the final specimen. Each posture was neutral in add-abduction. The examined

postures were chosen to cover the workspace and simulate those found in

everyday tasks. After positioning the finger in a specific posture, we determined

the action matrix for the finger: we applied 128 combinations of tendon tensions

representing all possible combinations of 0 and 10 N across the seven tendons, and

held each combination for 3 s. The fingertip forces resulting from each coordina-

tion pattern was determined by averaging the fingertip load cell readings across

the hold period. Linear regression was performed on each fingertip force

component using the tendon tensions as factors. In this way, the fingertip force

vector generated by 1 N of tendon tension was determined for all muscles. The

force vector generated by each muscle was scaled by an estimate for maximum

muscle force (Valero-Cuevas et al., 2000) to generate the columns of the action

matrix for each specimen and posture examined.

2.2. Action matrix for human leg model

We also studied the necessity of muscles for mechanical output for a

simplified, but plausible, sagittal plane model of the human leg (hip, knee, and

ankle joints). The model contained 14 muscles/muscle groups (Kuo and Zajac,

1993) (muscle/muscle group abbreviation in parentheses): medial and lateral

gastrocnemius (gastroc), soleus (soleus), tibialis posterior (tibpost), peroneus

brevis (perbrev), tibialis anterior (tibant), semimembranoseus/semitendenosis/

biceps femoris long head (hamstring), biceps femoris short head (bfsh), rectus

femoris (rectfem), gluteus medialis/glueteus minimus (glmed/min), adductor
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specific activation set can be projected onto the muscle coordinate axes, revealing the m

The task-specific activation ranges can be constructed for each muscle, and reveal whi
longus (addlong), iliacus (iliacus), tensor facia lata (tensfl), gluteus maximus

(glmax). Moment arms for hip flexion, knee flexion and ankle dorsiflexion for all

of these muscles were obtained from a computer model of the lower limb (Arnold

et al., 2010). When necessary, multiple muscles in were combined into the single

muscle groups. We derived a 3�3 square Jacobian mapping changes in the hip,

knee, and ankle angle to the foot position in the plane (2 components) and the

orientation of the foot in space. This Jacobian matrix, inverted and transposed, was

combined with the moment arms and maximal muscle forces to form the action

matrix mapping muscle activation to forces and torques at the foot (Valero-

Cuevas, 2005b), although our analysis of muscle redundancy was only performed

with respect to the endpoint forces.

2.3. Analyzing the action matrix to determine muscle necessity

We used the action matrix to determine whether muscles are necessary

for a given desired output force using standard tools in computational geometry.

The muscle redundancy problem can be expressed as a set of linear inequalities

(Chao and An, 1978; Spoor, 1983). These inequality constraints enforce that the

activation for each muscle lie between 0 and 1, and that the actual output force is

equal to the desired force. The inequality constraints define a region in muscle

activation space called the task-specific activation set: any point inside that set will

produce the desired output force (Kuo and Zajac, 1993; Valero-Cuevas, 2005b;

Valero-Cuevas et al., 2000, 1998). We computed the vertices defining the task-

specific activation set using a vertex enumeration algorithm (Avis and Fukuda,

1992). We then found the task-specific activation ranges to achieve the desired

output force for each muscle by projecting all vertices onto the seven muscle

coordinate axes to determine the minimum and maximum task-specific activations.

While previous studies have used similar experimental (Valero-Cuevas et al., 2000)
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and computational (Valero-Cuevas et al., 1998) techniques, our study is novel in

that it the first to demonstrate how computational geometry can be combined with

experimental results to determine which muscles are required to achieve particular

feasible outputs.

There are several metrics by which the importance of different muscles could

be compared, including the area or volume reduction in the feasible force set

subsequent to muscle dysfunction. In addition to computing volume reduction, we

also examined a more conservative estimate of muscle necessity by calculating the

worst deficit (WD) that would occur in any force direction if a particular muscle

was lost. For example, if WDFPI¼0.95, there is some force direction in which 95%

of force producing capability would be lost if the FPI muscle dysfunctioned.
3. Results

We use a ‘‘schematic model’’ of a two-link arm with three
idealized muscles (Fig. 1a) to build intuition about our results
without loss of generality. For the posture shown, muscle 1
extends both the shoulder and elbow, and exerts positive x-force
and negative y-force at the endpoint. Muscle 2 flexes both the
shoulder and elbow, and exerts negative x-force and positive
y-force. Muscle 3 extends the shoulder and flexes the elbow, and
exerts negative x-force and negative y-force at the endpoint. The
set of all possible forces that can be achieved with these three
muscles is the feasible force set (Fig. 1b, (Valero-Cuevas, 2005b)).
Achieving a particular target force vector within the feasible force
set can be viewed as achieving a particular target x-force and a
target y-force (Fig. 1b). The muscle activation patterns that
produce the target x-force and the target y-force have the
geometric interpretation of being planes in muscle activation
Fig. 2. Muscle necessity depends on the nature of the task constraints. (a) Experiment

tendons of all seven index finger muscles in a cadaver hand specimen, generating finger

tendons is shown, along with the fingertip force vector produced by applying 1 N of te

precision pinch task (approximating the index finger in ‘‘key pinch’’) was analyzed for o

the maximum possible radial force, no muscle was necessary as any could have zero a

radial force but with zero dorsal force (more stringent task), the FDS, FDI and FPI becam

satisfying these constraints if any of these muscles is lost. (e) The task constraints are p

directed (zero dorsal and distal force). The FDP, FDS, LUM, FDI, and FPI are all necessa

inactive, suggesting that the CNS would not be able to adapt and achieve the task if e
space (Fig. 1c). The intersection of these two planes that is within
the unit cube (all activations between 0 and 1) is the task-specific
activation set for the target force vector. Its extreme points are
vertices (Fig. 1c) that can readily be computed, and any feasible
coordination pattern must lie between these vertices. Displaying
the task-specific activation ranges for all muscles (Fig. 1d) allows
the easy visualization of muscles that are necessary and redun-
dant for a given output: muscles whose minimum task-specific
activation is zero are redundant for the given output (muscle 2 in
this example), whereas muscles whose minimum task-specific
activation range is greater than zero are necessary for the given
output (muscles 1 and 3 in this example).

We find that whether a muscle is necessary for a particular static
force cannot be easily predicted from its anatomical layout, but
arises from functional interactions among muscles, skeletal struc-
ture, and task constraints. For example, the human first dorsal
interosseous (FDI) is widely believed to be the primary muscle used
for abduction of the metacarpophalangeal joint (Flament et al.,
1993; Infantolino and Challis, 2010); consequently, it would be
not be surprising that this muscle would be required for abduction
(radial force) tasks. In accord with experimental studies showing
substantial activity from muscles other than the FDI during abduc-
tion (Kutch et al., 2008; Keenan et al., 2006), muscle necessity
depends on the how tightly fingertip force direction was con-
strained. Using the same analysis as for the toy model, we find the
7-dimensional task-specific activation set from data measured in a
cadaveric index finger in a functionally important precision pinch
task (approximating ‘‘key pinch’’) (Hentz and Leclercq, 2002) (Fig. 2).
al setup. Computer controlled motors produce specified amounts of tension to the

movement and/or fingertip force. (b) The approximate anatomical location of these

nsion to each tendon individually. (c) The necessity of index finger muscles for a

ne representative specimen in the posture shown. When the task required 50% of
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ry to achieve this task. Interestingly, the EI, EDC, and FDS muscles must be nearly
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When requiring 50% of maximum possible radial (abduction) force
magnitude without specifying the exact direction of the force vector,
no muscle is necessary (Fig. 2c). However, if the force vector is
limited to having no dorsal component, FDS, FDI, and FPI become
necessary: if anyone is lost there is no longer a feasible solution
(Fig. 2d). If the force vector direction is further constrained to a pure
radial direction, several muscles became necessary with narrow
task-specific activation ranges (Fig. 2e).

Muscle necessity generalizes to other fingertip force magnitudes
and directions in the plane of finger flexion–extension (i.e., sagittal
plane). The force vectors produced by each muscle are broadly
distributed in this plane (Fig. 3a), and their feasible force set shows
the finger is stronger in flexion than extension, as expected from
everyday experience (Fig. 3b). We find a region of force magnitudes
and directions surrounding the fingertip for which no muscle is
necessary: i.e., it is robust to the loss of any one muscle (Fig. 3c).
Surprisingly, however, this region is quite small (8% of the 2D
feasible force set area for this specimen and posture), as most of the
feasible force set (92%) is vulnerable to the loss of any one muscle
(Fig. 3c). Across other specimens and postures studied, the 2D robust
region ranged from 6% to 23% of the feasible force set (average 14%).
Other regions are vulnerable to the loss of only 1 muscle (Fig. 4d), or
vulnerable to the loss of 2 muscles (Fig. 3e). In general, the number
of muscles to which a region is vulnerable increases with force
magnitude because the solution space approaches uniqueness at the
boundary of the feasible force set (Fig. 3f (Valero-Cuevas, 2005b;
Valero-Cuevas et al., 1998)).

We tested whether small robust regions resulted from the
specific maximal force we assigned to each muscle – an assumption
in our analysis – that were derived from estimates of physiological
cross-sectional area (Valero-Cuevas et al., 2000). We performed a
Monte Carlo simulation to calculate the robust region when varying
the maximal muscle force estimate for each muscle stochastically by
up to 725%. Upon convergence, we find that the robust region is
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The volume of the robust three-dimensional region was at most
5% of the feasible force set volume (95% was vulnerable to muscle
loss), with an average of 2% across the specimens and postures
examined.

There are clear differences among muscles in relative impor-
tance to force production (Fig. 4). The FPI was found to be the
most necessary muscle across specimens, postures, and force
directions. For example in one specimen and posture, the loss of
the FPI resulted in a 96% force deficit. While the LUM muscle was
found to be the least necessary muscle on average, there was still
a specimen and posture for which loss of the LUM muscle resulted
in a 83% force deficit. Even a conservative non-parametric compar-
ison across all specimens, postures, and force directions shows a
clear rank ordering (Fig. 4).

Analysis for a simulated planar human leg with 14 muscle
groups in the sagittal plane (Fig. 5) shows similar results. This
model predicts that the region of robustness is approximately 16%
of the feasible force set area (Fig. 5d). As with the finger, there are
regions of feasible force vulnerable to only one muscle/muscle
group: hamstring, vasti, rectfem, and gastroc groups (Fig. 5e).
4. Discussion

Muscle redundancy, as a problem of muscle coordination
pattern selection, has been central to motor control for several
decades. Our experimental and computational work clearly shows
muscle redundancy affords very little robustness to muscle dysfunc-
tion in both fingers and limbs. Therefore, a thorough analysis of
robustness should be part of testing theories of muscle coordination.
After discussing clarifications and limitations, we point out areas in
biomechanics and neural control for which this refined view of
muscle redundancy provides insight.

We first note some clarifications and limitations. The tension
applied to the cadaveric fingers remained less than 10 N to avoid
tendon tearing. While this assumption could affect the quantita-
tive predictions of our results at the extremes of feasible force, it
is unlikely that potential nonlinear effects – such as bowing,
stretching, or deformation of the tendons or ligaments, or seating
of joints in response to changes in muscle force – would change
the fundamental conclusion that mechanical interactions make
some muscles necessary for low and high endpoint forces. One
assumption we had to make is the relative strengths of the
muscles. The specific maximal force a muscle can produce can
only be approximated given the uncertainties in physiological
cross-sectional areas, pennation angles, etc. (Zajac, 1989), espe-
cially for hand muscles like the FDS (Agee et al., 1991). However,
our Monte Carlo sensitivity analysis (Valero-Cuevas et al., 2009a)
shows this assumption cannot undermine our results. Lastly, we
assumed independence of muscle activation, and for the sake of
brevity only present the analysis of muscle necessity to loss of
single muscles. These two choices, in fact, lead to best-case,
conservative estimates of robustness that strengthen our conclu-
sions. Further reduction in force output due to simultaneous
deficits in more than one muscle, or neural coupling between
muscles, can only be equal or greater.

For the sake of simplicity, we primarily addressed robustness
to complete muscle dysfunction in this article; limb force produc-
tion will be more robust if muscles only become weaker, and do
not dysfunction completely. However, our results already begin to
address muscle weakness. For the index finger to produce 50%
maximal radial force with no dorsal force (Fig. 2d), both the FDS
and FDI cannot completely dysfunction. However, the FDS need
only produce about 5% of its maximal force, whereas the FDI
needs to produce nearly 50% of is maximal force. Therefore, this
task is more robust to weakness in the FDS than the FDI. Our
approach enables future studies that completely describe the
robustness of different tasks to muscle weakness.

Another limitation of our work is that it currently applies only
to the generation of static endpoint forces. However, our pre-
liminary expectation is that future studies will find that individual
muscles are also necessary for particular movement trajectories. The
limb equations of motion relate the joint kinematics to the joint
torques. Inverse dynamics would predict the joint torques given
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kinematics and external forces. If moment arm variation with
posture could be estimated for the joints and muscles of interest,
the computational geometry methods described in this paper would
predict which muscles were necessary as a function of time along
the kinematic trajectory. If a certain muscle became necessary at
any point along the trajectory, that trajectory would no longer be
feasible if that muscle were to dysfunction.

4.1. Synergistic patterns of muscle activation

The electrophysiological study of muscle activity has repeat-
edly shown that muscles are often coactivated in groups, gen-
erally called muscle synergies, that are interpreted as evidence of
a neural strategy to simplify muscle control. These coactivation
patterns can be seen over a range of tasks, as well as disappear for
other tasks. For example, locomotor coactivation patterns among
cat hindlimb muscles can change during such novel tasks as rapid
ankle extension (Smith et al., 1980) and incline walking (Smith
and Carlson-Kuhta, 1995). Our analysis of muscle necessity
enables determining whether observed synergies arise from
mechanical or neural constraints. In fact, we identify large regions
of the feasible force set (i.e., a wide range of tasks) for which a
specific pair of muscles is necessary to achieve the desired force
output independently of any choice of neural control strategy
(Fig. 3e). For example, for the index finger in the sagittal plane,
there is a region comprising approximately 20% of the feasible
force in which the only necessary group of muscles is the FPI and
FDS (note their very different actions: one an adductor, the other
a flexor). Therefore, any valid choice of muscle coordination for
those desired force tasks requires coactivation of the FPI and FDS,
which could be interpreted as a neural muscle synergy that could
‘‘disappear’’ if the direction of the desired force output changes.
By convention, a synergy of anatomical antagonists is called a
‘‘cocontraction’’ strategy that is traditionally interpreted as a
choice the nervous system makes to stiffen joints and stabilize
the limb. However, here we show that such cocontraction can
arise simply due to the requirements of the task, in agreement
with prior explanations of electromyograms based on model
predictions (Buchanan et al., 1986; Kutch et al., 2008; Valero-
Cuevas et al., 2009b). These findings, of course, do not in any way
preclude the existence of synergies or cocontraction of neural
origin, but do strongly emphasize that such interpretations must
first rule out non-neural causes. While disambiguation of neural
from non-neural sources of muscle synergies has been suggested
previously (Valero-Cuevas, 2005a), our improved computational
capabilities now enable this disambiguation by explicitly describ-
ing the solution set available to the CNS.

4.2. Vulnerability of motor function

These results also help clarify the apparent and long-standing
paradox between the concept of muscle redundancy and the
clinical reality of motor development and dysfunction. If hand
musculature is truly redundant, why does paralysis of a few
muscles decimate force production and why is it so difficult to
design tendon transfers to restore hand function (Hentz and
Leclercq, 2008)? Why is manipulation so vulnerable to develop-
mental problems (Forssberg et al., 1991), mild neurological
pathologies, and aging (Schreuders et al., 2006)? This apparent
paradox may arise simply because experiments and models had
not explicitly described the control options available to the CNS,
or identified muscles necessary for a wide range of tasks. This
work complements recent studies (Venkadesan and Valero-
Cuevas, 2008; Loeb, 2000; Keenan et al., 2009) showing that even
ordinary manipulation tasks can push the motor system to its
limits even for intact musculature, and enables further investiga-
tions into the robustness of natural behavior, and how develop-
ment, aging, and mild pathology affect motor function.
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